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Does not (currently) have a Social Media page or twitter handle.
THINGS AGREED TO

• How to Display Parenthetical Text – next to the bold, layered, hover-over, etc.
• Design Concepts – straight text, text+ icons, etc.
• How to Display Data Elements NOT Collected - "No", grayed out, unchecked, etc.
• Testing the display of specific design implementations of the code– ACT, Privacy Groups, TRUSTe, ESRB, etc.
THINGS NOT AGREED TO

• Testing terms and parenthetical text to ensure consumers understand it.

• We might want to clarify that “Design Concepts” also include a layered approach.

• Testing displays showing data elements collected and uncollected vs. displays that only show data collected for user comprehension.

• What to do with the results? Do they effect the document, or are they simply part of developer implementation guide, or best practices, etc?
j.mp/privacydashboard